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Twelfth Night is a fast-paced romantic comedy with 
interwoven plots of romance, mistaken identity, and 
hilarity. So, what all happens? Well… 
 
There’s a shipwreck (there’s always a shipwreck!) and 
survivor Viola arrives on Illyria’s shores believing her 
twin brother Sebastian to be dead.  
 
In Illyria, Viola disguises herself as a boy and becomes 
Duke Orsino’s servant under the name Cesario. Duke 
Orsino pines for the love of Lady Olivia, but he is 
rejected as she’s in mourning. 
 
Orsino sends Cesario (AKA Viola) to woo Lady Olivia 
for him, but Olivia falls in love with the disguised 
Cesario, and Cesario (Viola) falls in love with Orsino… 
meanwhile Orsino is confused by his fondness for 
Cesario. The love triangle is complete with everyone 
being miserable. 
 
Enter Olivia’s uncle, Sir Toby Belch; his drinking 
companion who hopes to marry Olivia, Sir Andrew 
Aguecheek; Maria, Olivia’s maid; and Olivia’s fool, 
Feste. After a quarrel with Olivia’s humorless servant, 
Malvolio, the crew decides to trick him.  
 
Maria forges a letter to make Malvolio think Olivia 
loves him. The letter instructs Malvolio to dress 
and behave in eccentric ways and – with dreams of 
marrying Olivia and becoming a noble – he does! 
Olivia thinks Malvolio has gone mad, and he’s sent 
to isolation where the crew continues to torment him.  

Viola’s twin, Sebastian (still alive after all!) arrives in 
Illyria. Looking just like the disguised Viola, Sir Andrew 
thinks he’s Cesario and challenges him to a dual for 
the love of Olivia. Olivia enters and, thinking Sebastian 
is Cesario, asks him to marry her. He is baffled since 
he has never seen her before. But she is wealthy and 
beautiful, so SURE! 
 
Cesario (Viola) and Orsino head to Olivia’s house, 
where Olivia greets Cesario as her new husband. 
Orsino is furious, but then Sebastian himself arrives in 
the scene where there are now two Cesarios! 
 
Identities are uncovered, confusion is explained, and 
pranks are revealed! The siblings and couples are 
joyfully reunited and prepare for celebration, leaving 
Feste to bid the audience farewell. Here’s a quick video 
recap of what happens.
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For more show information & bios, click here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNptdV_-UKo
https://www.octc.org/blog-directory/2022/3/29/cast-creative-team-twelfth-night


William Shakespeare was a renowned English poet, playwright, and actor born in 1564 

in Stratford-upon-Avon. His birthday is most commonly celebrated on 23 April (see When 

was Shakespeare born), which is also believed to be the date he died in 1616.

Shakespeare was a prolific writer during the Elizabethan and Jacobean ages of 

British theatre (sometimes called the English Renaissance or the Early Modern 

Period). Shakespeare’s plays are perhaps his most enduring legacy, but they are not all 

he wrote. Shakespeare’s poems also remain popular to this day.  

You might have guessed that Twelfth Night, or What You Will (Shakespeare’s only play with an alternate title) 
has something to do with the popular song “The Twelve Days of Christmas.” Twelfth Night (January 6) marks the 
Feast of the Epiphany, a holiday in Western Christian theology that celebrates the day that the magi (a.k.a. three 
wise men) presented gifts to the newborn Jesus.

About Shakespeare... What’s
with the
title?

Critics argue about whether the play was written specifically for Twelfth 
Night. Some argue that the play was written later, but still acknowledge 
that the world of the play celebrates the spirit of Twelfth Night festivities. 

 

Twelfth Night is a religious holiday, but it marks the end of a period 
of major celebration and revelry, and boy did the Elizabethans know how 
to party. During the Twelfth Night season people ate, danced, and drank 
themselves silly. Think Mardi Gras, another religious holiday associated 
with the inversion of rules and social disorder. Elizabethan communities 
often appointed young boys as “Lords of Misrule” to play king for a day 
and reign over the festivities. (They borrowed this from pagan winter 
celebrations like the Roman Saturnalia.) Twelfth Night, then, was a way 
for people to let loose, blow off some steam, and thumb their noses at 
authority. 

The second part of the play’s title, What You Will, also seems to get at this celebratory, anything goes attitude 
captured in the play, where all characters cross social boundaries and engage in foolery (even if they’re unaware 
of their behavior). Some theorize that the second part of the title was an afterthought. The story goes like this: 
When someone asked the playwright “Hey Willy Shakespeare, what’s the name of the play you’re writing?” 
Shakespeare replied, “Um, Twelfth Night, or what you will” (as in, “I don’t know – whatever”). 

 

Regardless of whether Shakespeare was being dismissive or flippant, the second title seems to invite the audience 
to make “what [we] will” of the play – what it means, why it matters (if it matters at all), and so forth. Sounds 
good to us. We’ll definitely be taking up Shakespeare’s invitation to lighten up and open up to all the different 
interpretive possibilities in Twelfth Night, and so should you. 

[Credit to Shmoop.com]  

Find out more about him at Shakespedia.
(from Shakespeare.org/uk)
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https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/stratford-upon-avon/
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/william-shakespeare/when-was-shakespeare-born/
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/william-shakespeare/when-was-shakespeare-born/
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/shakespeares-plays/
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/shakespeares-poems/
https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/william-shakespeare/william-shakespeare-biography/


Even though Twelfth Night offers a happy ending, various lovers finding one another and living 
happily ever after, Shakespeare shows that love and desire can cause pain. 

Many of the characters seem to view love as a kind of curse, a feeling that attacks its victims suddenly 
causing them to suffer painfully from unrequited love.  
 
Orsino, for example, describes love as an “appetite” that he wants to satisfy and cannot while Olivia 
more views love as a “plague” from which she suffers terribly. These metaphors paint our love-struck 
heroes as victims of a powerful, uncontrollable force. Love and desire often lead to suffering as 
characters seem controlled by them and the passions cause characters to intertwine in unexpected and 
comedic ways. You can see how all the characters are connected here. 

Some might say Twelfth Night is one of the original 
Rom Coms with all the tropes and themes to go 
with it. Characters falling in and out of love, love 
triangles, forbidden love, mistaken identity, friends 
getting into all sorts of trouble and comedic Hijinx, 
ending in the dramatic conclusion of our beloved 
characters finally ending up together because it 
was “meant to be”. That’s why Twelfth Night was 
adapted into the movie “She’s the Man”. Check out 
this side by side comparison.

Take a look at some of the works of Shakespeare that have been adapted into 

modern interpretations, pick one of  Shakespeare’s plays and it’s modern equivalent 

and write about the similarities and differences of the two versions. What is it about 

these stories that are timeless? What seems outdated or has changed?

Alternatively, pick one of Shakespeare’s plays and create a movie trailer for a 

modern Teen Rom Com version. Here’s the trailer for “She’s the Man”, the most 

recent film adaptation of Twelfth Night. What would you do to update one of 

Shakespeare’s plays to turn it into something for a modern audience?

Love, Desire, & Suffering...
(OMG IT’S A ROM-COM!)

Shakespeare’s works have been modernized and adapted into movies, musicals, and even television 
shows for decades. 

Optional
Writing
Prompts
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHMBplvi2F0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHMBplvi2F0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_Shakespeare%27s_plays
https://www.imdb.com/list/ls066203461/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf67WlthWXk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_Shakespeare%27s_plays
https://www.imdb.com/list/ls066203461/
https://www.liveabout.com/musicals-based-on-shakespeare-3219553
https://www.cbr.com/tv-shows-inspired-by-shakespeare/
https://www.cbr.com/tv-shows-inspired-by-shakespeare/


Viola’s choice to dress as a man leads to sexual confusion, 
as she her disguise prevents her from being able to tell 
Orsino she loves him, while it leads Olivia, whom Orsino 
loves, to fall for Viola in her guise as Cesario. In fact, Orsino 
remarks on Cesario’s beauty, “all is semblative a woman’s 
part,” suggesting that he may be attracted to Viola even 
before he knows her true identity. 
  
Throughout the play, gender and sexuality seem almost 
ambiguous, unstable, and sometimes fluid. In this version of 
Twelfth Night, some of the actors play characters that don’t 
match their own gender identity. This practice has roots in 
the way Shakespeare’s plays were performed when he first 
wrote them.  In England at the time, only men and boys 
were allowed to perform onstage. So all the female roles 
were played by boys, making the performance of gender 
a part of the plays from their very first productions. “It was 
a world where only certain people got to play everything,” 
says director Lauren Bloom Hanover, “so, in this adaptation, 
everyone can play anything. Gender is just another aspect 
of the character for the actors to take on, whether it matches 
their own personal identity or not.” 
 
For more on gender identity and why pronouns are so 
important, check out this article from Teen Vogue. 

Gender roles and gender identity are some of the 
most discussed themes in Twelfth Night.  As with 
many of Shakespeare’s comedies, it uses cross-
dressing as a plot device. For example, in The 
Merchant of Venice Portia dresses as a young male 
Law Clerk. Rosalind dresses as ‘Ganymede’ and poses 
as a young shepherd in As you Like it. When Viola 
disguises her identity, she says to the Sea Captain 
“thou shall present me as an eunuch to the Duke” 
which allows her to more easily and safely move 
throughout the foreign land of Illyria. In each case, 
when female characters take on a male role, they 
do so in order to feel safe, to increase their ability to 
move in society, and to have a greater ability to speak 
and be heard. 

Gender 
Roles &
Identity

“In Twelfth Night, gender 
really is what a person 

makes of it, no matter the 
story beneath the petticoat 

or hose.”

“Shakespeare’s cross-dressed 
heroine Viola is a glorious 

demonstration of the range of 
gender possibilities available 

to early modern people.”
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https://www.teenvogue.com/story/they-them-questions-answered


“How will she love, when the rich golden shaft 
Hath killed the flock.” (Act-I, Scene-I, Lines 34-35)
 
“I would play Lord Pandarus of Phrygia sir, to bring a 
Cressida to this Troilu.” (Act-III, Scene-I, Lines 47-48)
 
“Truly madam, he holds Belzebub at the stave’s end.”
(Act-V, Scene-I, Line 275)

Mythological
Allusions Mythological

Allusions

These lines show a reference to 
various mythical figures. The first 

being a reference to Cupid, the 
Greek god of love, the second is 

to the epic Chaucer poem and 
Shakespeare’s own Troilus and 

Cressida. The third alludes to 
Belzebub, aka the devil.

Throughout the play, Shakespeare uses 
allusions, or references, to Greek and 
other mythology such as:

Check out more 
allusions in Twelfth 

Night with these 
flash cards. 
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https://quizlet.com/5710694/twelfth-night-allusions-flash-cards/


Taking a look at some of the works of Shakespeare that 
have been adapted into modern interpretations, pick one 
of Shakespeare’s plays and its modern equivalent. Write 
about the similarities and differences of the two versions. 

What about these stories are timeless? What seems 
outdated or has changed?

Alternatively, pick one of Shakespeare’s plays and create 
a movie trailer for the modern Teen Rom Com version. 
Here’s the trailer for “She’s the Man”, the most recent 
film adaptation of Twelfth Night. What would you do 
to update one of Shakespeare’s plays to turn it into 

something for a modern audience? 

WHAT IS LOVE? 
Write a love letter from any of the key characters to the person 

of their affection. As you write consider the character’s true 
motivations. What are the deeper emotions of the character – why 
does Orsino want the one woman he can’t have? Why Viola would 

choose a man who is obsessed with another woman? 

IF FOOD BE THE MUSIC OF LOVE. . .
Twelfth Night is the most musical of Shakespeare’s plays, and 

frequently uses music to communicate the characters’ emotions. If 
this story were set in modern day, what songs could you use to help 

tell the story? Thinking about some of the key plot points and pivotal 
moments, create a soundtrack for a modern film version of the play. 
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Engaging 
with

the Bard:
Writing 
Prompts

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_Shakespeare%27s_plays
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf67WlthWXk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_Shakespeare%27s_plays


Tell the class we’re going to play a game called Spies. In a moment we’ll begin to 
walk around the room, remembering of course to be safe, walking with neutral 
bodies, hands at our sides. 

Ask everyone to walk around the room. As they do so ask them to each pick one 
person who they must always keep their eyes on, but the ‘chosen’ person must not be 
aware they have been singled out. When they’ve been doing this for a few moments, 
ask the ‘spies’ to choose someone else to follow. Next, tell everyone that the first 
person they chose, they ‘love’ and the second they ‘hate’. And when you give the 
signal (a clap), they must get as physically close to the first person (‘loved’) without 
touching them, but at the same time they keep as physically far away from the 
second (‘hated’) person as possible.  
 
Explain to the students that the play involves people landing and taking up residence 
in foreign and unknown lands. Ask them to play this game again and to imagine that 
they are in a new land. They want to keep those that they love close, and those they 
do not know, or are suspicious of, at a distance.  After this activity, discuss as a whole 
group: What was fun about this activity? What was challenging? How does it feel to 
be unsure and even distrustful of those around you? How does it feel to be in a new 
place and be unsure of your surroundings? 

Throughout many of Shakespeare’s plays the idea of the meaning of names and the power they hold is important. Juliet 
says, “What’s in a name? That which we call a rose/ By any other name would smell as sweet.” This activity helps to 
answer that very question.
 
Invite students to sit in a circle or in desks/tables. Introduce the activity: Tell the class, today we’re going to share the story 
of our names. Explain that students can choose to tell the story of their first, middle, last name, or a nickname. (This can 
take the pressure off people who may not feel like they have a story to tell about their given name.)  
 
Model the process by sharing the story of your name as an example. (For example, my full name is Nickolus. It’s spelled 
differently than most so it’s confusing for some people. When I went to get my first license the person at the DMV handed 
me back my paperwork and told me I spelled my name wrong. Obviously I knew how to spell my own name. When my 
license came in the mail, I discovered they “fixed it for me”, so I had to go back to get a new ID with my name spelled 
correctly.)
 
Next, give the students a moment to think about the story they wish to share. Then, divide the group in pairs. Ask the 
person whose birthday is coming up next to share their story first. Set a timer for two minutes and have the first students 
share their stories at the same time. After two minutes ask the pairs to switch and the second person shares their story. 
After each person in the pair has shared, the full group comes back together to reflect on the activity. Depending on the 
level of comfort and time, once back in the full group each pair member can introduce their partner and share a brief 
description of the story they heard, or the group can move directly to reflection on the larger activity without additional 
sharing.

Reflection: 
What did you notice about yourself as you participated in this activity? 
Where do our names come from? Did we see any common themes? 
If you’ve had the chance to name (or help someone to name) a new sibling, a pet, a doll, etc. what informed the choice 
you made? 
What do names tell us? Are they important? Why or why not? 

Voices in the Head:  
Tell students, “We’re going to explore some of the scenes and characters from the play and look at what they might be 
thinking in that moment. We’ll select a scene from Twelfth Night, make a tableau, or frozen image inspired by that scene, 
then explore what those characters might be thinking in that moment. (You can use this helpful scene breakdown from 
Sparknotes.) Example: Using Act 1, Scene 2, have two students come up with an image and let other students reflect on 
what they may be thinking and feeling in that moment. Using the text or what they’re saying, what are the underlying 
thoughts and feelings, or “subtext” they might have in that moment?
 
Reflection:  
What did we learn when we added internal thoughts to our frozen images? 
For those of you in the images, how did you embody the emotions, ideas, or thoughts of your character? 
How does a character’s inner feelings help us better understand the story we are exploring in our work?

Possible Side-Coaching:  
Think about how your still image and inner thoughts connect to embody the character. 
What else might this character be thinking? 
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Activity One:
SPY - LOVE - HATE

Activity Two:
WHAT’S IN A NAME

https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/twelfthnight/
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/twelfthnight/
https://www.sparknotes.com/nofear/shakespeare/twelfthnight/act-1-scene-2/

